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STAUNTON HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
May 28, 2019
5:30 p.m.
Council Chambers
PRESENT:

David Brown, Chair
Alexander Avery
Michael Brown

ABSENT :

Deneen Brannock, Vice Chair
Dennis Blanton
Terry Holmes, Council Liaison

ALSO PRESENT:

Rodney S. Rhodes, Senior Planner
Linda Nesselrodt, Zoning Technician
Frank Strassler, Historic Staunton Foundation
Suzanne
F.
Simmons,

Clerk

of

Council
The Chair opened the meeting at 5:40 p.m.
MOMENT OF SILENCE
A moment of silence was observed. Mr. Michael Brown then read the preamble of the Historic
Preservation Commission.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Mr. Avery moved to approve the minutes of the April 23, 2019 meeting as presented. The motion
was seconded and carried at 3-0.
NEW BUSINESS
a.

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS
Lois Christine Morse / Chris Lancaster, Valley Air
214 Church Street
Amend COA to Add Screen for New HVAC Units

Ms. Morse, 214 Church Street, stated she is proposing to install a HVAC compressor screen with
fence and shrubs.
Mr. Michael Brown asked if Ms. Morse planned to match the existing fence. Ms. Morse stated
that was the original plan, but the fence is shorter than the HVAC units so they are proposing to
landscape that area with shrubs that would be taller than the units. Mr. Brown clarified that there
would be no hard screening. Ms. Morse stated that was correct.
HSF Recommendation - HSF recommends the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved.
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Mr. Michael Brown moved the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved for the landscaping to screen
the view of the HVAC equipment.

The motion was properly seconded and carried at 3-0.
b.

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS
Brad Lovelace
119 Prospect Street
Renovate Screened Porch, Change Garden Area, New Fence

Brad Lovelace, 119 Prospect Street, stated his proposal is to enclose an open section of the rear
porch. The project includes new matching siding, wood windows and entry door. The patio area and new
steps will be paved with flagstone. A new wood picket fence will be installed along the patio area due to a
decrease in elevation.

Mr. Michael Brown asked if the picket fence would be painted or stained. Mr. Lovelace replied
that a colored stain would probably be used.
Mr. Michael Brown asked what progress had been made on the window selection. Mr. Lovelace
stated he had not contacted any dealers yet and asked what the procedure was once selected.
Mr. Brown stated the Commission would need to see cut sheets first on the windows before
approval could be given.
Mr. Lovelace stated he would also look for historic windows. Mr. Brown stated that would need
to be submitted as an amendment to the COA.
HSF Recommendation - HSF recommends the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved.
Enclosing the remaining lower section of the rear porch does not alter significant architectural details. The
existing siding appears to be modern, exhibits warping, and rot. The wide exposure relates to modern
siding products. The proposed wood siding is a historic pattern.
The proposed windows and door appear in scale and relate to the historic two over two windows found
on the majority of the house.
The guidelines state:
1. Retain original or later character-defining porches since this element is often critical to the design
integrity of the building.
2. Repair and replace damaged elements of porches by matching the materials, methods of
construction, and details of the existing original fabric.

Inappropriate Treatments:
10. Do not enclose porches on primary elevations.
11. Avoid enclosing porches on secondary elevations in a manner that radically changes the historic
appearance.
This project is at the rear of the house and the historic open porch elements are missing.
The exterior surface of the window casing and sash should not be clad with metal or vinyl. The
owner is working to specify all wood windows. Choose a wood window that may be finished with
exterior paint and has true divided lights.
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The new entry door should also be finished with exterior paint and have true divided lights.
Fence:
8. Wood picket fences should be painted or stained with an opaque stain to complement the historic
character of the building and street.
Paving:
# 9.
Ensure that any new paving material is compatible with the context of traditional materials
found on surrounding sites. Avoid large expanses of bright, lightly colored concrete or darkly colored
asphalt.

Mr. Michael Brown moved the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved for replacing the existing
siding due to deterioration with new wood siding as submitted. The new siding and materials will have
a painted finish.
The patio and steps will be paved with flagstone and a stained wood picket fence will replace the existing
chain-link fence.
Approval for the windows and entry door will be held for further review.
Mr. Brown stated the door should not be aluminum clad.

The motion was properly seconded and carried at 3-0.
c.

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS
Brian & Jennifer Moore / Thomas Wright
660 W. Frederick Street
Rebuild Deck

Jennifer Moore, 660 W. Frederick Street, stated she is proposing to construct a new, larger deck
utilizing 2x4 construction.
Mr. Avery asked Ms. Moore if she was planning to stain the deck in any particular color. Ms. Moore stated
after 6 months she planned to stain the deck in a light brown color. Mr. Wright, contractor, stated the roof
and shutters are also brown.
Mr. Avery asked if there would be any lattice around the under part of the deck. Ms. Moore stated there
would not be any lattice and would be left open.

HSF Recommendation: HSF recommends the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved. This
is a modern structure and the deck is away from Beverly Street so the sight lines are limited.
However, the new deck should be stained to help it blend with the landscape and appear as a
garden feature. It is suggested an earth tone be used such as brown, tan, or dark green. Consider
using lattice or trellis panels along the deck and installing landscape plantings including
climbing roses or clematis.
Mr. Avery moved the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved with the stipulation that the
deck be stained.
The motion was properly seconded and carried at 3-0.
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Ms. Moore asked if she would need to post any certain paperwork. Ms. Nesselrodt stated she
would be mailing the COA and Ms. Moore would only need to keep that on hand. However, once
the building permit was obtained, that would need to be posted on site.
d.

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS
Brad Domino / Jesse Roach, Woodland Builders, LLC
623 Stuart Street
Rebuild Retaining Wall

Jesse Roach, Woodland Builders, LLC, stated the current retaining wall had been torn down. He
is proposing to construct a standard concrete wall with rebar reinforcement and match the parge
requirements. Mr. Roach also stated he would add a cap on the wall and score the steps per requirements.

Mr. Michael Brown asked Mr. Roach if he planned on toweling the parging for the steps, wall, and
cap. Mr. Roach stated he did.
HSF Recommendation: HSF recommends the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved with
design considerations. Commonly used broom finish concrete is not appropriate in the historic
districts.
Please utilize careful, deliberate trowel finishes that include edging the steps and the wall cap. Float the
aggregate sand to the surface. Texture the steps with scoring patterns rather than a broom finish.
Use local yellow sand/crushed gravel (not round pea) in the concrete mix rather than the local grey
limestone.

Applicable guidelines:
1. The design of new fences and walls should blend in with the materials and designs found in the
historic district and should generally reflect the era and style of the surrounding area. Commonly used
materials are brick and stone for walls and wood or metal for fences. Historic cast concrete with
screened aggregate finishes also is found in the historic districts and may be appropriate for new walls if
the color and finish matches historic examples. Planted hedges are also used to define edges of
properties.
Paving:
# 9.
Ensure that any new paving material is compatible with the context of traditional materials
found on surrounding sites. Avoid large expanses of bright, lightly colored concrete or darkly colored
asphalt.

Mr. Michael Brown moved that the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved for the replacement of
the retaining wall and the steps utilizing a deliberate trowel finish that includes edging on the steps and
the wall cap. The steps will be textured with scoring patterns rather than a broom finish.
Use local yellow sand/crushed gravel (not round pea) in the concrete mix rather than the local grey
limestone.
Mr. Roach asked for clarification regarding the parge coat.
Mr. Strassler stated since he is using the parge coat, it’s so the colors and things come out in the final
finish whether it’s parge or concrete of what is viewable.
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Mr. Michael Brown stated whatever mix is used for the parging is the important part since that is the
visible part.
Mr. Roach asked for clarification regarding scoring on the steps. Mr. Strassler explained that to him.

The motion was properly seconded and carried at 3-0.
e.

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS
Mark McConnel, Summit Studio
12 Middlebrook Avenue
Request to Amend COA to Have a Broom Finish
For New Concrete

Mark McConnel, 12 Middlebrook Avenue, stated he is requesting to amend the approved
Certificate of Appropriateness so that the new concrete will have a broom finish instead of the
troweled finish as previously approved. The applicant has serious concerns that the trowel finis h
will cause a slippery surface on the stairs that would be unsafe for pedestrian traffic.
Mr. McConnel stated he wanted to offer a clarification in that their concern was for the slippery
surface of a troweled finish to walk on. He noted that type of finish is not allowed on City
sidewalks for obvious reasons. He stated there are a number of components that were being
restored or replaced at the project, including buttresses beside the stairway and walls being
repaired. He noted they were only concerned about the non-slip surface on the walking surface.
Mr. McConnel stated it would be a good look to smooth finish all of the components that were not
walking surfaces. He noted the only part that would be broom finished would be the sidewalk and
the tops of the steps.
Mr. Michael Brown stated on inspection, where there are joints, it appeared to be tooled at the
joints and around the edges of each section. He noted it could not be determined if it had been
broom finished or what had been done there on the interior.
Mr. McConnel stated basically the joints would go back exactly as they are now. He noted the
only dimensional difference is that the stairs would now be code compliant for 7 and 12. He stated
3 sets would not be touched.
Mr. Brown asked Mr. Strassler if there was any information on the original drawings for the train
station regarding this.
Staff and Mr. Strassler met with Mr. McConnel on site to discuss the color, aggregate of stone,
and finish. There are multiple areas of the existing concrete that show a broom finish was used in
the past.
Mr. Michael Brown moved that the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved as discussed at
tonight’s meeting so that the walking surfaces will have troweled edges and tooled joints where
there are controlled joints. The walking surfaces and interior can be a light broom finish.
Mr. Brown asked Mr. McConnel if this could be broom finished in two directions. Mr. McConnel
stated he felt that would draw more attention to it. Mr. Brown clarified on how this could be
done in order to blend this and try to minimize the eminent directionality of that by broom
finishing it two ways. The edges will be troweled and the controlled joints will be tooled. The
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non-walking surfaces will all be troweled and finished.
The motion was properly seconded and carried at 3-0.
OLD BUSINESS
There was no old business.
OTHER BUSINESS
Mr. Rhodes stated the 5G presentation for the Planning Commission was postponed and is now
scheduled for June 20, 2019.
ADJOURNMENT
The Chair adjourned the meeting at 6:03 p.m.
___________________________
Suzanne F. Simmons
Clerk of Council
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Historic Preservation Commission Members

FROM:

Rodney S. Rhodes, Senior Planner

DATE:

May 23, 2019

SUBJECT:

May 28, 2019 HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION MEETING

The Staunton Historic Preservation Commission will hold its regular meeting on Tuesday, May 28,
2019 at 5:30 p.m., in City Council Chambers on the first floor of City Hall, 116 West Beverley Street.
If you cannot attend this meeting, please call the Community Development Office by NOON on
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 so we may be sure we have a quorum prior to the meeting. Our phone
number is 332-3862. The field trip for this meeting will be held on Tuesday, May 28, 2019 at 12:00
noon; please meet at 623 Stuart Street. Please note the field trip will be on Tuesday instead of
Monday due to the Memorial Day Holiday.
===========================================================================
AGENDA
1. Call to Order

_______________________

2. Moment of Silence

_______________________

3. Historic Preamble

_______________________

4. Approval of April 23, 2019 Meeting Minutes

_______________________

5. New Business
a. CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS
Lois Christine Morse/Chris Lancaster, Valley Air
214 Church Street
Amend COA to Add Screen for New HVAC Units

_______________________

b. CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS
_______________________
Brad Lovelace
119 Prospect Street
Renovate Screened Porch, Change Garden Area, New Fence

c. CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS
Brian & Jennifer Moore/Thomas Wright
660 W. Frederick Street
Rebuild Deck

_______________________

d. CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS
Brad Domino/Jesse Roach, Woodland Builders, LLC
623 Stuart Street
Rebuild Retaining Wall

_______________________

e. CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS
Mark McConnel, Summit Studio
12 Middlebrook Avenue
Request to Amend COA to Have a Broom Finish
For New Concrete
6. Old Business

________________________

7. Other Business

________________________

8. Adjournment

________________________
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STAUNTON HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
April 23, 2019
5:30 p.m.
Council Chambers
PRESENT:

David Brown, Chair
Deneen Brannock, Vice Chair
Alexander Avery
Michael Brown
Dennis Blanton

ALSO PRESENT:

Rodney S. Rhodes, Senior Planner
Linda Nesselrodt, Zoning Technician
Terry Holmes, Council Liaison
Frank Strassler, Historic Staunton Foundation
Suzanne F. Simmons, Clerk of Council

The Chair opened the meeting at 5:30 p.m.
MOMENT OF SILENCE
A moment of silence was observed. Mr. Blanton then read the preamble of the Historic
Preservation Commission.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Ms. Brannock moved to approve the minutes of the March 26, 2019 Meeting as presented. The
motion was seconded and carried at 5-0.
NEW BUSINESS
a.

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS
Duffy Pappas
134 East Beverley Street
New Entry

Ms. Brannock recused herself as she is a member of Frazier Associates, architect for the project.
She stepped down from the dais.
Mr. Pappas stated he is proposing to install a new entrance on the storefront leading to a set of
stairs going up to the second floor. He noted currently there is no access to the second floor of
the building from the outside. Mr. Pappas stated he is planning to build an apartment on the
second floor.
Mr. Michael Brown asked if the materials, finishes, etc. being proposed are per the Virginia
Mainstreet documents included the packet. Mr. Pappas stated that was correct.
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Mr. Avery asked what material would be used in the entry way floor. Mr. Pappas replied it would
most likely be tile which was specified by the architect. Mr. Avery asked what type of flooring
currently existed in the entry way. Mr. Pappas stated it was a red tile.
Chairman Brown asked if a wooden door would be installed. Mr. Pappas replied it would.
HSF Recommendation - HSF recommends the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved as
designed.
1. When designing new storefronts or elements for storefronts, conform to the configuration and
materials of traditional storefronts.

Mr. Michael Brown moved the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved as designed. The adaptive
reuse of the building requires a new entrance and the proposed design utilizes “simplified new elements
that respect the character, materials, and design of the building.” and is sympathetic to the existing design
and establishes a good hierarchy of form

The motion was properly seconded and carried at 4-0.
Ms. Brannock returned to the dais.
b.

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS
Dain Hammond / Heather Flynn-May
5 East Beverley Street
Replace Stairs on Rear

Ms. Flynn-May, 5 East Beverley Street, stated their proposal is to reconfigure the exterior
entrance from the second floor, remove the existing steps, and implement smaller steps to
accommodate room for cement steps to come up from the ground floor. The wide pressure
treated steps will be removed and replaced with narrow steps and rail made of Trex composite
materials.
Ms. Brannock asked Ms. Flynn-May if what had been submitted to the Commission was a
revised version of the steps. Ms. Flynn-May stated that was correct.
Mr. David Brown asked for clarification regarding the steps next door and the material used.
Ms. Flynn-May confirmed the steps on the adjacent property is a trex material.
HSF Recommendation - HSF recommends that the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved with
design considerations.
The proposed changes are compatible with the guidelines for additions and rear of buildings.

•
•
•

Consider using lumber or composite materials that reflect the dimensions and joinery of
traditional porch and stair materials.
Use a contemporary railing design that may reflect elements of traditional railings
without mimicking a historic stairway.
Provide a pargeted finish for concrete block that is viewable from the public access.

Mr. Avery moved that the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved as proposed. The changes
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are compatible with the guidelines for additions and rear of buildings.
The motion was properly seconded and carried at 5-0.
c.

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS
Stuart Hall School
107 West Beverley Street
Storefront Changes, Add Windows in Rear

Joe Bandy, representative for Stuart Hall School, 107 W. Beverley Street, and Barry Moss,
architect, stated the school is proposing to add two windows to the rear wall at the ground level,
updating the front entrance, and adding a screen on the roof to hide HVAC equipment being
installed on the roof.
Mr. Bandy stated there is pink granite on the front storefront and the current door opening is not
large enough to accommodate panic devices in order to lock the door. He stated they are
proposing to remove the granite portions above and below the display window and install doors
and sidelights to fill in the space. He noted the perimeter element of the granite would be
maintained, but remove the items above and below the display window.
Mr. Avery asked if all of the glass below that element, around, and to the side would be on the
same plane. Mr. Bandy stated all of the glass in the new doors would be in the same plane as the
existing glass.
Ms. Brannock asked if the design was basically flipping the doors to where the display window
and lower panel currently is. Mr. Bandy stated that was correct. Ms. Brannock asked if the
proposed doors were frameless or would they have an aluminum frame like the existing doors.
Mr. Moss stated they were hoping to install frameless doors, but due to hardware, they will need
to install a framed aluminum door in order to accommodate the panic devices.
Discussion ensued regarding the current window materials at the rear of the building and what
the Commission would recommend for the new windows. Commission members stated wood
windows should be installed. Also discussed was size and placement of the new windows.
Mr. Michael Brown asked for clarification regarding changing the doors. Mr. Moss stated the
doors would not be wide enough to allow for the panic devices and two doors would be needed.
Mr. Brown asked if anything was being changed regarding the terrazzo paving and the terrazzo
base. Mr. Moss stated it would not be changed nor the plaster ceiling of that recessed area. Mr.
Moss noted there is also a horizontal mullion on the storefront and would not be replaced.
Mr. Michael Brown asked why the left window box would be removed. Mr. Moss stated it wasn’t
needed, but it could stay if needed.
Ms. Brannock asked for clarification regarding changes on the rear of the building. Mr. Moss
stated it would be the two new windows and the roof screen that would be made out of perforated
metal. He noted a dark color metal would be their preference.
Mr. Strassler asked for clarification regarding the piece of granite over the top of the door. Mr.
Moss stated they are planning to leave it in place if possible, but noted it is deteriorated. Mr.
Moss stated they were trying to comply with the spirit of the guidelines.
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Mr. Michael Brown stated the stone is a pink marble from Georgia. He noted he felt the storefront
is unique and the loss of the marble would have a major impact. Mr. Brown stated he felt more
work should be done to see if there was another way to make the egress work as far as panic
devices, etc. Mr. Bandy stated he had researched this for a year since purchasing the building.
He noted he had gone to every supplier that he could find. In order to put in panic devices, a
jamb would be needed. He stated by putting a jamb in that opening it makes the door smaller
that what is allowed by code. Mr. Bandy stated he would prefer to leave it as is. Mr. Brown stated
in that case a code modification from the City’s code official should be requested. Mr. Moss
stated that approach was possible, but they felt this would present a safety issue from a legal
liability point of view in case of an emergency. Mr. Moss stated they were trying to comply with
Virginia State Building Code.
Mr. Bandy stated they wanted to maintain the vertical piece of marble as an element, but wanted
to move it. He noted it would need to be supported. Mr. Bandy noted the old display box on the
far right would be removed.
Mr. Blanton stated he wanted to explore the question of significance regarding renovation of the
building over the years. He asked if there was a way to argue that the existence of documentation
effectively mitigates any changes that are made today from a historical standpoint.
Mr. Strassler stated there is clear photographic evidence of what was done to the building
sometime after World War II. He noted he could not specifically document when that took place.
He noted Commission members would need to weigh decisions regarding the level of integrity
of the whole building.
Ms. Brannock asked if there was a way to retain some of the existing elements and the proposed
placement of the doors. Discussion ensued regarding different options of the proposed design
and maintaining existing elements of the storefront.
Chairman Brown asked what the timeframe was for the project. Mr. Bandy stated documents
were being finished to send out for bids and would need to start construction by July 1, 2019 in
order to be completed by June, 2020.
Mr. Michael Brown asked if the other window box is affected by any of the egress. Mr. Bandy
stated it would not be a problem if it were left in place.
Mr. Holmes asked about the proposed design of the reception area.
Ms. Brannock asked about proposed exterior lighting plans.
Discussion ensued regarding proposed project designs and existing elements of the storefront.
HSF Recommendation: HSF recommends Certificate of Appropriateness be approved as
designed.
Ms. Brannock stated she felt it was important to either keep the granite whether it was retained
on the outside where it currently is or possibly used inside.
Mr. Michael Brown stated he felt once it was removed, it should be used inside. Mr. Bandy stated
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they could amend to also maintain both of the vertical granite elements.
Ms. Brannock moved that the Commission approve the application as presented with the understanding
that the granite elements framing the entranceway, the vertical and strong horizontal support, will be
retained. The new doors will be aluminum frame and not frameless glass.
The new windows on the rear will be of wood, one over one.
New metal screening on the roof.
Retain the left window box.
Mr. Michael Brown asked if there was another vertical stone element. Mr. Bandy stated there are stone
elements on either side of the door. Mr. Bandy stated the vertical elements could be maintained.
Discussion ensued.
Mr. Avery stated he wanted to add if any of the lower window granite could be incorporated into the
entryway desk or element that would reflect what was there.

The motion was properly seconded.
Mr. Blanton stated that he hoped in the spirit of education, that Stuart Hall School consider sharing
the architectural history of the building to visitors and students.
The motion carried at 4-1, with Mr. Michael Brown voting nay.
d.

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS
Ronald Rammelkamp
325 Institute Street
Replace Windows (Result of Violation)

Ronald Rammelkamp, 325 Institute Street, stated he is now proposing to install four wood
windows on the front façade and sides of the house as a result of a violation.
Mr. Rammelkamp stated he is now working with the window restoration firm, O’Byrne
Contracting, that provided specifications for wood windows. He noted if approved by the
Commission, he is asking that he be allowed to only install four windows due to financial
hardship.
Mr. Strassler stated O’Byrne Contracting is very familiar with the restoration, rehabilitation,
and design of historic windows. He noted he had full confidence in their ability to manage the
project. Mr. Strassler stated the Commission needed to make sure the specification is four over
one as documented in the historic photographs and to decide whether restoration of those four
window openings restores enough character of the house to proceed.
HSF Recommendation: HSF recommends approval for installation of 4 windows as
proposed provided the wood replacement windows replicate the historic windows removed
from the house.
Again, the clearly stated Staunton Residential Historic District Guidelines and Secretary of
Interior Standards do not support removal of historic windows. Restoration of the four
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windows is an appropriate measure; the remainder of window openings viewable from the
street are not being restored.
The HPC should consider if partial restoration of the removed windows will satisfy the
zoning requirements and if the remaining replaced windows affect the architectural
character of the property.
Mr. Blanton stated since he was not part of the original deliberation, he asked for clarification on
which windows had been replaced. Mr. Rammelkamp referred him to photographs.
Ms. Brannock thanked Mr. Rammelkamp for his willingness on trying to reach a compromise.
Ms. Brannock stated she felt this was a good compromise and noted Mr. Rammelkamp had made
other improvements that the Commission had required to be in compliance with the ordinance.
She noted it was previously suggested that if the windows on the primary floor be restored, then
that would at least be something.
Chairman Brown stated that the other windows are partially hidden anyhow.
Mr. Avery stated with the landscaping falling away from the lower windows, that helped
mitigate the visibility.
Mr. Holmes asked Mr. Rammelkamp about possible landscaping. Mr. Rammelkamp stated for
one of the lower windows on the south side, he would be willing to landscape that area.
Mr. Blanton stated he liked the concept of compromise and liked Ms. Brannock’s suggestion that
four windows was a good compromise, but voiced concerns as to what extent this might be
precedent setting.
Ms. Brannock stated she was very concerned about that and definitely did not want to set a
precedent. She noted this should be stated in the motion; however, the Commission had been
working with Mr. Rammelkamp for over a year on the issue and had made a good faith effort to
correct other modifications that were made to comply with the guidelines. She referred to
another case in the city where replacement windows had been installed and the Commission
allowed replacement of windows visible from the street. She noted this case was a little bit
different regarding the lower windows being visible, but in some ways, it was also similar.
Mr. Michael Brown stated there was a logic chain as to why that exception was given to the
other case. He noted in this instance that the windows on the primary elevations at the street
level are being replaced.
Mr. Avery asked if the original windows were also four over one. Mr. Rammelkamp stated he
didn’t think two of them were, but was unsure.
Mr. Brown stated that might be a way to isolate this rather than set precedent.
Mr. Blanton stated under the principle of reasonableness, there is a place for this, but if the
recommendation that is on the table now is approved, the motion should not imply in any way,
shape or form that the process is somehow flawed and that residents aren’t properly informed,
etc.
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Mr. Rammelkamp stated he appreciated Mr. Blanton stating that and is making the effort to
comply.
Mr. Avery moved the Commission approve the Certificate of Appropriateness for changing the
four windows on the main elevation to be wood, four over one sashes, as documented in the
historical photographic evidence, without setting a precedent given that the lower basement
windows were likely not four over one and not highly visible from the street.
The motion was properly seconded and carried at 5-0.
e.

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS
Sally P. Walton / Michael C. Brown, Architect
207 Church Street
Rear and Side Additions

Mr. Michael Brown recused himself as he is the architect for the project. He stepped down from
the dais.
Sally Walton, 207 Church Street, stated they are proposing to construct an addition to the rear and
enclose a porch area on the side of the house for the purpose of a master bedroom, bath, and laundry
area, as well as a sunroom.
Ms. Brannock asked what the material would be on the lower panels in the sunporch area. Mr.
Brown stated they were looking into a hardi panel and would be painted. She clarified if the
screens would be wood framed elements.
Mr. Brown clarified the change in the roof ridge for Commission members.
Mr. Blanton asked how close would the addition be to the retaining wall. Mr. Brown stated it
would still be over 25’ due to the setback requirements.
Mr. Avery asked what type of material would be used on the sides of the addition. Mr. Brown
stated it would either be wood or a composite that would be similar.
Mr. Strassler stated he felt the proposal met every guideline for an addition to a historic
building, especially one that has a very limited view.
HSF Recommendation: HSF recommends the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved as
designed. The view of the changes is very limited.
The project meets the guidelines – in terms of location, and it is “differentiated from the old while
being compatible with its massing, form, scale, directional expression, roof forms and materials,
foundation, fenestration, and materials.”
Ms. Brannock moved the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved as presented. The project
meets the guidelines in terms of materials, design, and form.
The motion was properly seconded and carried at 4-0.
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Mr. Brown returned to the dais.
OLD BUSINESS
a.

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS
Virginia Building, L.C. / Boyce Brannock
25 North Central Avenue
Change Out Exterior Doors

Chairman Brown stated that this item had been withdrawn and an extension had not been
requested.
Ms. Brannock returned to the dais.
b.

Discussion on Small Cell Towers / 5G

Rodney Rhodes, Senior Planner, stated the City Attorney sent information to Commission
members regarding the new technology as well as implications of that. He noted if members had
any comments those could be sent back to the City Attorney. He noted Planning Commission is
also reviewing this item and at their meeting on May 16, 2019 the City’s Director of IT and one
vendor would be present to answer questions. Mr. Rhodes noted HPC members were welcome
to attend.
OTHER BUSINESS
a.

Discussion of Notification to Contractors / Vendors

Ms. Nesselrodt, Zoning Technician, asked Commission members if they had any questions
regarding the notification sent from the City Attorney. Chairman Brown asked if it was possible
to notify any contractor with a business license.
Ms. Brannock asked who would receive the letter and if this was a proactive movement to
inform contractors / vendors. Mr. Rhodes stated this is a proactive letter.
Ms. Nesselrodt stated the letter is directed towards window vendors. She noted she would
inquire whether local contractors and outside contractors would also receive a letter.
ADJOURNMENT
The Chair adjourned the meeting at 6:42 p.m.
___________________________
Suzanne F. Simmons
Clerk of Council
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ATTCH A
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CITY OF STAUNTON
VIRGINIA
DECLARATION OF PERSONAL INTEREST IN A TRANSACTION
(To be filed with the Clerk of Council of the City of Staunton/Administrative Head
and
made available for public inspection for a period of five years)

I am an officer or employee of the City of Staunton, Virginia, and I declare my
interest.

My office or position:
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involved: 13

Name of my personal interest affected by the transaction:

dr'aa-ti4r>

Name and Address ofBusiness
Estate,
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If Any, Involved:

Signatur

Legal Reference: Virginia Code $$ 2.2-31l2 enrd,2.2-3115.
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CITY OF STAUNTON
VIRGINIA
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If Any, Involved:

Signature:

Legal Reference: Virginia Code $$ 2.2-3112 and2.2-3115.

Historic Staunton Foundation
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Staunton Virginia, 24401
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STAUNTON HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
HSF Recommendation
May 23, 2019
Certificate of Appropriateness
214 Church Street
Install HVAC compressor and screen
Newtown Historic District
Existing Condition: Built between 1870 and 1877 this is a two story, three bay frame house with hip roof and central
corbeled chimney. Designed in the Italianate Style, this house is unique in Staunton. The center block of the plan projects
with a wide section to the rear. Side porches with bracketed wood columns flank the central block that includes a bay with
bracketed eve. Feature include wide overhang eaves with dentil molding and paired brackets, elaborate window frames,
and German siding.
Proposed Work: See enclosed plans and descriptions. The proposal is to install an HVAC compressor screen with fence.
From the application:
Install two HVAC condensers screened with fence and shrubs.

Discussion:

B. Plantings & Trees
GUIDELINES:
Like the placement of a structure on its site, the surrounding landscape also contributes to the character of the residential
historic districts. Large shade trees and well-kept yards with a variety of mostly native plantings are common on most lots.
1. Retain existing trees and plants that help define the district’s character.
2. Replace diseased or dead plants and trees with indigenous species.
3. Repeat the dominant landscape design (plant, size, and species) found in the historic districts when installing new
plantings.
4. Remove invasive species and volunteer plant growth that is not intended as part of the landscaping and that may
harm historic features such as walls, walkways, and foundations.
5. Do not replace front lawns with paving or gravel for parking areas.
6. When constructing new buildings, additions, or outbuildings, identify and take care to protect significant existing trees
and other plantings.
7. Take cues from surrounding properties’ historic landscape design when creating landscaped borders, species of
screening plants, and ground covers.
8. Select mulching and edging materials carefully, and do not use plastic edgings, lava, crushed rocks, artificially colored
mulch, or other materials that would clash with the existing character of the landscape design in the district.
9. Use landscaped borders of small trees, shrubs, or hedges to screen parking areas of private sites on the commercial
historic districts.

F. Site Appurtenances
Site appurtenances, such as overhead wires, fuel tanks, utility poles and meters, antennae and satellite dishes, exterior
HVAC units, and trash containers, are a necessary part of contemporary life. The placement of these items can either
have a neutral impact on the character of the site and structure or detract from their historic appearance.
Site features fall into two categories: those features that can be controlled by the property owner—antennae, satellite
dishes, mechanical units, trash containers, etc. — and those that cannot —overhead wires, utility poles, etc.
GUIDELINES:
1. Place site appurtenances such as HVAC equipment in inconspicuous areas to the rear of the building or in
side yards and screen with appropriate plantings or fencing while allowing for sufficient air flow. Site
appurtenances should not be placed in locations visible from a public-right-of-way.
2. Antennae, satellite dishes, and solar panels can be located on rooftop locations not visible from the public right-ofway. Do not install satellite dishes on parts of the building’s façade or porch.
3. Store trash containers in screened locations not visible from public rights-of-way.
4. Consider placing overhead utilities coming to the private site underground whenever possible.
5. For commercial buildings with limited site space, place mechanical units on sections of the roof that are not visible
from public rights-of-ways if possible, and screen the units as needed.

HSF Recommendation: HSF recommends the certificate of appropriateness be approved.

Sample Motion:
I move the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved. The proposed fence and landscape plantings will be completed in
a manner that shields the view of the HVAC equipment.
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Historic Staunton Foundation
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Staunton Virginia, 24401
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STAUNTON HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
HSF Recommendation
May 22, 2019
Certificate of Appropriateness
Enclose rear porch, replace rotted siding, install new windows and door
install flagstone and picket fence
119 Prospect Street
Stuart Addition Historic District
Existing Condition: Built between 1870 and 1877 this is a 2 story, 3 bay brick house. Architectural details include spiral
porch columns with pattern-sawn balustrade, double brackets on the cornice and sawn millwork. A single story wing with
bay window is located on the east side of the house.
The rear wing is visible along Market Street. The ground floor is below street level due to the slope of the lot. Facing the
street is a two story enclosed porch that includes, two over two double hung, wood sash upper windows, and wood siding.
The ground level is partially open with a screened enclosure.
The rear porch was altered between 1904 and 1909. Notations on the historical Sanborn Maps indicate that the upper
section was enclosed.
Various changes to the rear of the house appear to be modern, including replaced siding, partial enclosure of the lower
porch section, and concrete block steps and patio area, and chain link fencing. The owner notes the interior includes
sheetrock walls. The framing is sheathed with Homasote.
Proposed Work:
The applicant proposes to enclose an open section of the rear porch The project includes new matching siding, wood
windows and entry door. The patio area and new steps will be paved with flagstone. A new wood picket fence will be
installed along the patio area due to the drop in elevation.

Discussion:
Guidelines For Existing Buildings - Materials Retain wood as one of the dominant framing, cladding, and decorative
materials.
Wood:
1. Repair rotted or missing sections rather than replacing the entire element.
2. Use new or salvaged wood, epoxy consolidants, or fillers to patch, piece, or consolidate parts.
3. Match existing historic materials and details.
4. Replace wood elements only when they are rotted beyond repair.
5. Match the original in material and design or use surviving material.
6. Base the design of reconstructed elements on pictorial or physical evidence from the actual building rather than from
similar buildings in the area.

Maintenance:
1. Keep wood free from water infiltration and wood-boring pests.
2. Identify sources of moisture problems, and take appropriate measures to fix them. a. Remove vegetation that grows too
closely to wood, and take any other steps necessary to ensure the free circulation of air near wood building elements.
b. Repair leaking roofs, gutters, downspouts, and flashing.
c. Maintain proper drainage around the foundation to prevent standing water.
3. Keep all wood surfaces primed and painted. See Chapter X: Painting.
4. Use appropriate pest poisons as necessary by following product instructions carefully.
5. Re-caulk joints where moisture might penetrate a building.
6. Allow pressure-treated wood to season for a year before painting it. Otherwise, the wood-preserving chemicals can
interfere with paint adherence.
Inappropriate Treatments:
1. Do not use liquid siding. See Chapter X: Painting for more information on this treatment.
2. Do not use cementitious siding to replace original, irreparable wood siding. It may, however, be approved for use in
new construction in the district.
3. Do not use synthetic siding, such as vinyl or aluminum, over existing wood siding or as a replacement for removed
wooden siding.
4. Do not use high-pressure power washing to clean wood siding because the pressure may force moisture behind the
siding where it can lead to paint failure and rot.
5. Do not caulk under individual siding boards or windowsills because this action seals the building too tightly and can
lead to moisture problems within the frame walls and subsequent paint failure.

F. Porches & Porticoes
Entrances and porches are quite often the focus of historic buildings, particularly when they occur on primary elevations.
Historic porches create the outdoor gathering space that traditionally separates the public realm from the private interior.
GUIDELINES:
1. Retain original or later character-defining porches since this element is often critical to the design integrity of the
building.
2. Repair and replace damaged elements of porches by matching the materials, methods of construction, and details of
the existing original fabric.
3. Keep porches open to provide shade and reduce heat gain during warm weather.
4. Replace an entire porch only if it is too deteriorated to repair or is completely missing. The new porch should match the
original as closely as possible and be based on physical evidence and/or historic photos.
Inappropriate Treatments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Do not remove porches that are important in defining the building’s overall historic character.
Avoid removing original decorative elements or adding incompatible new decorative elements.
Do not change the configuration or arrangement of the balustrade, posts, cornice, or stairs of a front porch.
Do not replace wooden porch floors with concrete or artificial decking materials.
Avoid adding a new entrance to the primary elevation.
Do not enclose porches on primary elevations.
Avoid enclosing porches on secondary elevations in a manner that radically changes the historic appearance.

A. Walkways, Driveways, & Parking
Most of the parcels in the commercial historic districts do not have these features, but the residential districts’ properties
usually have walkways and some have driveways for parking. Many of these neighborhoods offer only on-street parking
since the spacing between lots is relatively narrow.
GUIDELINES:
# 7. Retain existing historic paving and edging materials used on walks and driveways such as brick, bluestone, slate,
limestone, and patterned concrete from earlier eras.
# 8.

Repair damaged areas with materials that match the original paving in color, size, texture, and finish if possible.

# 9. Ensure that any new paving material is compatible with the context of traditional materials found on surrounding
sites. Avoid large expanses of bright, lightly colored concrete or darkly colored asphalt.

C. Fences & Walls
Fences and walls are a prominent site feature on many properties within Staunton’s residential historic districts. Due to
Staunton’s topography with its various hills, many parcels have retaining walls laid in native limestone in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries by European stone masons. Other masonry walls are constructed of brick, often with a cast stone
cap. There also is a rich tradition of wrought iron fences, some in combination with limestone walls bordering residential
lots. Other sites are defined by wooden picket fences, and some streets with gently sloping lots have open front yards
without such features.
GUIDELINES:
1. Retain any existing historic fences and walls.
2. Repair existing historic fences and walls by salvaging original parts or materials for a prominent location from a less
prominent location when possible.
3. Replace deteriorated historic fences by matching the material, height, and detail of the existing example. If this is not
possible, use a simplified design of similar materials and height.
4. Respect the existing edge condition of the subject street when designing on a new site or rehabilitating an existing lot.
If the majority of lots on the subject street have a fence or wall, consider incorporating one into the site improvements. If
the majority of the lots on the subject street have an open lawn leading to the street, avoid adding a fence or wall to the
front of the lot.
5. The design of new fences and walls should blend in with the materials and designs found in the historic district and
should generally reflect the era and style of the surrounding area. Commonly used materials are brick and stone for walls
and wood or metal for fences. Historic cast concrete with screened aggregate finishes also is found in the historic districts
and may be appropriate for new walls if the color and finish matches historic examples. Planted hedges are also used to
define edges of properties.
6. The height of the fence or wall should not exceed the average height of other fences and walls of surrounding
properties. See the City Code for further detailed requirements.
7. Privacy board fences are not generally appropriate for front or side yards or other highly visible areas.
8. Wood picket fences should be painted or stained with an opaque stain to complement the historic character of the
building and street.
9. Chain link, vinyl, split rail, or unpainted pressure-treated wood fences or concrete block walls where visible from public
rights-of-way are not appropriate in the historic districts.
10. The structural members of any fence should face inward to the property being fenced. Fences where the structural
members are an integral part of an overall design, and where both sides of the proposed fence are identical, are
appropriate.
The design of new fences and walls should blend in with the materials and designs found in the historic district and should
generally reflect the era and style of the surrounding area. Commonly used materials are brick and stone for walls and
wood or metal for fences. Historic cast concrete with screened aggregate finishes also is found in the historic districts and
may be appropriate for new walls if the color and finish matches historic examples. Planted hedges are also used to
define edges of properties.

HSF Recommendation:
HSF recommends the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved.
Enclosing the remaining lower section of the rear porch does not alter significant architectural details. The existing siding
appear to be modern, exhibits warping, and rot. The wide exposure relates to modern siding products. The proposed wood
siding is a historic pattern.
The proposed windows and door appear in scale and relate to the historic two over two windows found on the majority of
the house.
The guidelines state:
1. Retain original or later character-defining porches since this element is often critical to the design integrity of the
building.
2. Repair and replace damaged elements of porches by matching the materials, methods of construction, and details
of the existing original fabric.

Inappropriate Treatments:
10. Do not enclose porches on primary elevations.
11. Avoid enclosing porches on secondary elevations in a manner that radically changes the historic appearance.
This project is at the rear of the house and the historic open porch elements are missing.
The exterior surface of the window casing and sash should not be clad with metal or vinyl. The owner is working to
specify all wood windows. Choose a wood window that may be finished with exterior paint and has true divided lights.
The new entry door should also be finished with exterior paint and have true divided lights.
The proposed patio paving and wood picket fence follow the local guidelines.
Fence:
8. Wood picket fences should be painted or stained with an opaque stain to complement the historic character of the
building and street.
Paving:
# 9. Ensure that any new paving material is compatible with the context of traditional materials found on surrounding
sites. Avoid large expanses of bright, lightly colored concrete or darkly colored asphalt.

Sample motion:
I move the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved for replacing the
existing siding due to deterioration. Also enclosing the lower section of the porch, installing new windows and an entry
door.
New siding will match the existing wood siding, the widows and door will be made of wood with a painted finish and
include true divided lights.
The patio and steps will be paved with flagstone and a wood picket fence will replace the existing chain-link fence.

HSF Staff Photo

HSF Staff Photo

Sanborn Map 1891

Sanborn Map 1909
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IMPORTANT NOTE: The complete application must b€ liled with the City of Staunton's Office of Planning & Inspections no
Iater than the first Tuesday ofthe month to be heard at that month's Historic Preservation Commission Meeting. ipplications
r€ceived after the lirst Tuesday ofthe month will be heard at the n€xt month's meetinq.
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Staunton Virginia, 24401
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STAUNTON HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
HSF Recommendation
May 22, 2019
Certificate of Appropriateness
New Retaining Wall and Entry Steps
623 Stuart Street
Newtown Historic District
Existing Condition: Built between 1904 and 1909 is a 2 story, 2 bay wood frame house with hip roof. It appears the
house is covered with vinyl siding and has replacement windows.
A single story shed roof porch extend across the front. The porch includes bracketed, turned posts with square picket
balustrade.
The house is located well above the street level. Previously, a set of concrete steps led to the street and a concrete
retaining wall lined the street. The steps and wall have been recently removed.
The adjoining property includes a concrete/rubble retaining wall with a pargeted finish.
Proposed Work:
The applicant proposes to reconstruct the steps and retaining wall with poured concrete.

Discussion:

A. Walkways, Driveways, & Parking
Most of the parcels in the commercial historic districts do not have these features, but the residential districts’ properties
usually have walkways and some have driveways for parking. Many of these neighborhoods offer only on-street parking
since the spacing between lots is relatively narrow.
GUIDELINES:
# 7. Retain existing historic paving and edging materials used on walks and driveways such as brick, bluestone, slate,
limestone, and patterned concrete from earlier eras.
# 8.

Repair damaged areas with materials that match the original paving in color, size, texture, and finish if possible.

# 9. Ensure that any new paving material is compatible with the context of traditional materials found on surrounding
sites. Avoid large expanses of bright, lightly colored concrete or darkly colored asphalt.

C. Fences & Walls
Fences and walls are a prominent site feature on many properties within Staunton’s residential historic districts. Due to
Staunton’s topography with its various hills, many parcels have retaining walls laid in native limestone in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries by European stone masons. Other masonry walls are constructed of brick, often with a cast stone
cap. There also is a rich tradition of wrought iron fences, some in combination with limestone walls bordering residential
lots. Other sites are defined by wooden picket fences, and some streets with gently sloping lots have open front yards
without such features.
GUIDELINES:
1. Retain any existing historic fences and walls.
2. Repair existing historic fences and walls by salvaging original parts or materials for a prominent location from a less
prominent location when possible.
3. Replace deteriorated historic fences by matching the material, height, and detail of the existing example. If this is not
possible, use a simplified design of similar materials and height.

4. Respect the existing edge condition of the subject street when designing on a new site or rehabilitating an existing lot.
If the majority of lots on the subject street have a fence or wall, consider incorporating one into the site improvements. If
the majority of the lots on the subject street have an open lawn leading to the street, avoid adding a fence or wall to the
front of the lot.
5. The design of new fences and walls should blend in with the materials and designs found in the historic district and
should generally reflect the era and style of the surrounding area. Commonly used materials are brick and stone for walls
and wood or metal for fences. Historic cast concrete with screened aggregate finishes also is found in the historic districts
and may be appropriate for new walls if the color and finish matches historic examples. Planted hedges are also used to
define edges of properties.
6. The height of the fence or wall should not exceed the average height of other fences and walls of surrounding
properties. See the City Code for further detailed requirements.
7. Privacy board fences are not generally appropriate for front or side yards or other highly visible areas.
8. Wood picket fences should be painted or stained with an opaque stain to complement the historic character of the
building and street.
9. Chain link, vinyl, split rail, or unpainted pressure-treated wood fences or concrete block walls where visible from public
rights-of-way are not appropriate in the historic districts.
10. The structural members of any fence should face inward to the property being fenced. Fences where the structural
members are an integral part of an overall design, and where both sides of the proposed fence are identical, are
appropriate.

HSF Recommendation:
HSF recommends the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved with design considerations.
Commonly used broom finish concrete is not appropriate in the historic districts.
Please utilize careful, deliberate trowel finishes that include edging the steps and the wall cap. Float the aggregate sand to
the surface. Texture the steps with scoring patterns rather than a broom finish.
Use local yellow sand/crushed gravel (not round pea) in the concrete mix rather than the local grey limestone.

Applicable guidelines:
Walls:
1. The design of new fences and walls should blend in with the materials and designs found in the historic district and
should generally reflect the era and style of the surrounding area. Commonly used materials are brick and stone for walls
and wood or metal for fences. Historic cast concrete with screened aggregate finishes also is found in the historic districts
and may be appropriate for new walls if the color and finish matches historic examples. Planted hedges are also used to
define edges of properties.
Paving:
# 9. Ensure that any new paving material is compatible with the context of traditional materials found on surrounding
sites. Avoid large expanses of bright, lightly colored concrete or darkly colored asphalt.

Sample motion:
I move the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved
The wall and steps will incorporate careful, deliberate trowel finishes that include edging the steps and the wall cap. Work
to get a sand finish at the surface. Texture the steps with scoring patterns rather than a broom finish.
Use local yellow sand/crushed gravel (not round pea) in the concrete mix rather than the local grey limestone. Ask if the
concrete or a parget coat may be mixed with carefully selected aggregate utilizing 1/16” and smaller sharp stone.

Excerpt from: Portland Cement Association., . (1917). Manual training course in concrete: general course outline with
suggested exercises ; prepared for the use of instructors in planning and conducting elementary work in concrete. Atlanta:
Portland Cement Association.

Displayed Selected Aggregates. —
For decorative effect and variety in color and composition no treatment offers the architect a wider field than
that of exposed selected aggregates. A wealth of color is everywhere at hand in the various marbles, burnt
clays, gravels and granites, from which he may make his selection of crushed aggregates (one or several) and
combine them on the mixing board in much the same manner as the artist mixes his paints. Placed in the wall
and treated so as to display the beauty of the composition, very attractive and pleasing results are obtained. On
account of the great range of possibility in this field definite instruction cannot be given as to the selection, size,
grading and proportioning of the various aggregates. Such details depend on the subject arid the treatment
proposed.
After these factors have been determined upon, the matter reduces itself to the ordinary problem of concrete
construction. If two or more coarse aggregates are used they should be thoroughly blended before being mixed
with the sand and cement to form a wet concrete. For such treatment a rich mixture, such as a 1:2:4 or a 1:2^:5
mix, is usually desirable. If it is advisable to economize in the matter of selected aggregates, this may be
accomplished by the use of facing boards (see page 123) and by backing up the outside layer of selected
aggregates with concrete made of ordinary materials.
Several methods are practiced for removing the cement film and for displaying the color of the concrete. The
forms may be taken down while the concrete is yet green and the face scrubbed or brushed. Likewise at the
proper age the surface may be tooled. After the film of cement has been removed to brighten up the colors of the
aggregate, the walls should be treated to one or more applications of a wash composed of i part commercial
hydrochloric (muriatic) acid mixed with 5 to 10 parts of clear water, with an interval of several minutes
between the applications. When the desired effects have been obtained, usually within half an hour, the walls
are scrubbed down with a fiber brush and are afterward flushed with water to remove the acid thoroughly.

IMPORTAN'I NOTD: Thc complete application must bc lilcd with the City of Staunton's Oftice of I'Lanning & Inspcttiors no
later than the tirst Tueld|y ofthe montb to b€ hc:|rd at th|t month's Historic I'rcscrvatioo Commission Meeting. Applications
rcccivrd after the ftrst Tuerday ofthc month will bc hcard at the next month's mecting.
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Historic Staunton Foundation
20 South New Street
Staunton Virginia, 24401
www.historicstaunton.org

STAUNTON HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
HSF Recommendation
May 22, 2019
Certificate of Appropriateness
Deck Addition
660 West Frederick Street
Newtown Historic District
Existing Condition: Built in 1994 this is a single story frame house with gable roof and vinyl siding. The house fronts on
Frederick Street but also is viewable on West Beverley Street. The back of the house includes a modern wood frame deck
with steps.
This is a non-contributing structure located in the Newtown Historic District. No architectural inventory record for the
National Register survey exists for the property.
Proposed Work:
The applicant proposes to construct a new, larger deck utilizing 2x4 construction.

Discussion:

F. Porches & Porticoes
Entrances and porches are quite often the focus of historic buildings, particularly when they occur on primary elevations.
Historic porches create the outdoor gathering space that traditionally separates the public realm from the private interior.
GUIDELINES:
1.
Retain original or later character-defining porches since this element is often critical to the design integrity of the
building.
2.
Repair and replace damaged elements of porches by matching the materials, methods of construction, and
details of the existing original fabric.
3.
Keep porches open to provide shade and reduce heat gain during warm weather.
4.
Replace an entire porch only if it is too deteriorated to repair or is completely missing. The new porch should
match the original as closely as possible and be based on physical evidence and/or historic photos.
Inappropriate Treatments:
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Do not remove porches that are important in defining the building’s overall historic character.
Avoid removing original decorative elements or adding incompatible new decorative elements.
Do not change the configuration or arrangement of the balustrade, posts, cornice, or stairs of a front porch.
Do not replace wooden porch floors with concrete or artificial decking materials.
Avoid adding a new entrance to the primary elevation.
Do not enclose porches on primary elevations.
Avoid enclosing porches on secondary elevations in a manner that radically changes the historic appearance.

VII. Guidelines for New Construction & Additions
O. Materials & Textures
1. Use compatible traditional materials such as brick, stucco, stone, and wood for new construction. Avoid splitfaced block, and any material, color or texture that is in stark contrast to the context of the new construction.
2. While wood is the most appropriate material for siding on new houses, non-grained cementitious siding may be
appropriate for new construction as well.
3. While wood is the first choice for elements such as trim, porches elements, and other decorative features,
substitute materials will be considered for trim details. Some currently available composites are available in customformed lengths, such as urethane, while others, including cellular PVC, are dimensional mill-ready blanks. Flat board
dimensional materials are available in wood- resin composites and cement board but are not able to be worked in
the traditional manner of wood. Vinyl, aluminum, or other metal sidings are not appropriate on new buildings in the
historic districts.
4. Consider using materials that have a paint finish, can receive paint coatings, and are designed to retain them.
R. Additions
Additions to the existing historic buildings may be compatible with the design, scale, and architectural style of the
original structure while still being differentiated from the historic building. In any case, the addition should be designed
so that significant historic materials, features, and forms of the original building are maintained. There is no specific
formula for the design of an addition; it can be any architectural style - traditional, contemporary or a simplified version
of the historic building.
1. Attempt to locate the addition on the rear elevation so that it is minimally visible from the street.
2. Attach new additions or alterations to existing buildings in such a manner that, if such additions or alterations were
to be removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the building would be unimpaired. A short narrow
connector or small hyphen can provide the link between old and new that limits damage to the historic fabric of the
original.
3. Limit the size of the addition so that it does not visually overpower the existing building; it should be subordinate to
the historic structure.
4. Maintain the original orientation of the structure. If the primary entrance is located on the street facade, it should
remain in that location.
5. The new design should not use the same wall plane, roof line, cornice height, and identical materials that make the
addition appear original to the historic building.
6. The new work should be differentiated from the old while being compatible with its massing, form, scale, directional
expression, roof forms and materials, foundation, fenestration, and materials.

HSF Recommendation:
HSF recommends the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved. This is a modern structure and the deck is away from
Beverly Street so the sight lines are limited.
However, the new deck should be stained to help it blend with the landscape and appear as a garden feature. It is
suggested an earth tone be used such as brown, tan, or dark green. Consider using lattice or trellis panels along the deck
and installing landscape plantings including climbing roses or clematis.
Sample motion:
I move the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved with the stipulation
the deck be stained.
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The above named person(s)/firm has permission to represent me regarding this request for architectural
review. I understand that I or mv reoresentative agent(s) must be nresent at the Historic Preservation
Commission Meetinp on the date listed above to n resent mv proDosal and that failure to attend mav
result in the denial of mv proposal bv the Commission due to insufficient information. No material
change in the appearance ofmy property, that is viewable from any public street, shall be performed
before receiving a
rtific te of Appropriateness. I further understand that approval by the Historic
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for any modifications to homes, buildings, landscaping, or grounds including
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(Each item submitted is to be INITIALED by the applicant. If you are not submitting any
of the requested information, please ind icate not applicatrle and explain in the space
Provided whY it is not necessary for this project)
IRE

r)m

Sketch, drawing and/or elevations showing the proposed changes or improvements

(v\ Site plan or plat ofProPertY

l,

AIl4

nnotogtuphs showing property' work in question, and the area ofthe proposed
project
S

I//ll o*,"" tptease list)
Uik"

list of materials that identifies the type and quality of materials to be used in the

ProPosedProject

L,rrr^ber

And

Aecf

l,r;.a\5

Twelve sets of all information and materials for use by the Historic Preservation
Com m ission members and staff in the review of this request (REQUIRED)
*****COA for signs only requires two sets of information' ******
(Applicants may refer to typical submissions kept at the Planning and Inspections Department ofthe
City of Staunton on the third floor of City Hall located at 116 W. Beverley Street for
illustrations ofhow to present the required information)
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Linda M. Nesselrodt
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Moore <jennifermoore721@gmail.com>
Monday, May 6, 2019 12:03 PM
Linda M. Nesselrodt
Deck Info

Hi Linda,
Ive been trying to email you information all morning but it keeps saying my size is exceeded, so hopefully you aren't
recieving duplicates. Last week I dropped off the appropriate applications and payments, along with sketches of the
proposed deck. I was told I should email you some additional information. One question was the size of lumber for the
handrail, which will be 2x4 top and bottom rail with 2x2 pickets. I will send example pictures. I kindly ask that the age of
our home (25 years, built in 1994) be taken in to consideration. I will also send a picture of the street view of the back of
our house, along with pictures of the current deck, which is 100 percent unusable due to unsafe structure. We have two
small children, so it is a big concern all around. I will send the pictures in a separate email, so hopefully the attacment
size wont be exceeded. I do appreciate your time and consideration. Please let me know if I need to provide any more
information before the meeting this month.
Thank you,
Jennifer Moore
660 West Frederick St
640-480-0179
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HISTORIC
PRESERVATION
COMMISSION

AGENDA BRIEFING

Staunton, VA

Meeting Date:

May 28, 2019

Staff Members:
Rodney Rhodes
Linda Nesselrodt

Item #

New Business (e)

Department:

Community Development – Planning and Zoning

Subject:

12 Middlebrook Avenue- Request an amendment to
existing Certificate of Appropriateness (COA)

Background:
Mr. McConnell is requesting to amend the approved Certificate of Appropriateness so that the
new concrete will have a broom finish instead of the troweled finish as previously approved. The
applicant has serious concerns that the trowel finish will cause a slippery surface on the stairs
that would be unsafe for pedestrian traffic. Staff and Frank Strassler met with Mr. McConnell on
site to discuss the color, aggregate of stone, and finish. There are multiple areas of the existing
concrete that show a broom finish was used in the past. There is a sample to view, on site,
located on the platform area next to the round staircase. Also, attached is a picture of the
sample for your reference.

